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City Council Workshop
July 25 2011
1130am
Council Chambers

The Council of the City of Grants Pass met in regular workshop session with Mayor Murphy
presiding The following Councilors were present Michelon Woodburn Riker Fowler Reedy Morgan
and DeYoung arrived at around 1150am Absent Williams Also present and representing the City
were City Manager Samson Assistant City Manager Reeves City Attorney Bartholomew Finance
Director Meredith Principal Planner Angeli Paladino Public Safety Director Henner Public Works
Director Haugen Parks Superintendent Nelson Human Resource Director Lange Chuck Benson of
KLDR and Jim Moore of the Daily Courier were also present

1 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CHARGE CATEGORIES

Mayor Murphy opened the meeting and asked for the first presentation Councilor Michelon notified
everyone Councilor DeYoung had contacted him and said he would be a little late to the meeting

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated I dont have any visual displays I just passed out a single sheet
and this was one of the recommendations by the Transportation SDC Task Force to change from the way
we currently have it measured Were not talking about the projects or the methodology or the cost per
trip but just the way we measure the trips They had recommended that we use a more standard and
more accurate measure of using the ITE manual I brought three of the four volumes The first volume is
actually sort of describes how to apply the information thats in some of these other two volumes There
are well over 900 categories and what the City had done is broke down the measuring into 16 categories
Using averages you are going to have winners and losers in every single one of these categories I have
a letter here from Home Depot and they asked that instead of using the methodology of only 16

categories that we use the ITE manuals They say that even with the interim calculation the
methodology currently in place For example a trip rate of 36 vehicles per thousand square feet of
building and thats what we have in our averaging in our 16 categories is 20 more than the trip rate
assigned to the Home Depot use by the Institution of Transportation Engineers ITE which is the highest
trip rate use by any other jurisdiction and that ITE trip rate is 298 Our averaging method was actually
charging more trips to Home Depot than would have been charged under the ITE methodology This was
kind of one of the exceptions because the majority of the people are going to be charged a higher
number of trips When we picked those averages we picked something in the middle and then we
bumped it down a little bit so the averages are not really the average

However this is going to change one type of problem for another Its going to be more accurate but
there are going to be new winners and new losers versus the current winners and losers in our existing
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methodology I took an actual permit This one happens to be Carls Junior This will be the extreme
This is the most extreme use that we have and the highest variance from the averages that the City

applies and the ITE trips when I get to the number of trips youll see what I mean Using our

methodology and those 16 categories we came up with 2688 trips If you go to the ITE and take a look
at the category that fits for this classification of use it is 49612 trips per thousand square feet So
instead of 2688 trips the calculation comes out to 1389 trips Fee wise even using the 2006 costs it
would be 72576 so72000 using our methodology of counting and using the ITE manual which is
based on actual and then there are some studies and in some instances many many studies In this

case there were quite a few studies done In other instances you may only have three four or five
studies done so youre trying to base an average off of a very small group Thats going to add some
difficulty to the justification or ability to defend Its the best measure out there but its still going to make
it difficult to defend when there are only four or five studies that have been done But in this case there

have been many studies done and instead of charging 72500 using our methodology and using that trip
rate calculation that will give you 375000 That is the most extreme case In fact that type of
classification I dont know if youve been past CarlsJunior but there are people in and out of it every

single hour of every single day It generates a lot of trips In fact based on the ITE manual it generates
about 1389 trips a day

Before we went ahead and prepared an ordinance and we removed the 16 categories and placed into
the code that we would use in ITE and the process for that and the process of having the Director take a

look and justify and negotiate prior to any appeal process that could be brought before Council We
wanted to make sure thats where you wanted to go because it is going to create new problems At this

point Im ready to get direction Do you want us to follow the recommendation of the Task Force Do
you want to see it If so well prepare ordinances for you

Councilor Reedy stated Im for changing over to the national standard First of all its defensible and its
not a hybrid We can point to that and say it is the national standard There is going to be some
deviations both ways but its totally defensible but I would urge that if we do that the Council stick to its
guns and not make exceptions as they come up because it is a national standard Its not something we
picked out of the air Thats my feeling about it anyway

Councilor Riker stated I would still like to see some leeway in there I had a project that was using mini
warehouses and we used the ITE manual On the mini warehouses the traffic that the ITE manual had in

there didnt have a lot of surveys Again it depends upon what the business is some have a lot and

some dont The count was very high It was exorbitant for Grants Pass and we even had a client who
had a trip counter at his gate which showed for Grants Pass it would be about one third Even for Carls
Junior if they come in with a price tag thats like that and we start forcing businesses not to locate here
because we are using that I still think there needs to be some opportunity to use common sense If in
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our community we dont have that volume then what mechanism and I dont like to use the word
variance I think there needs to be an exception process Whether that means having an actual trip

count done as an alternative for that business Im just throwing this out there I feel in some cases the

ITE figures dont represent Grants Pass

Councilor Michelon stated Im in agreement with Councilor Reedy I think it eliminates disagreements
Am I really in this category or do I really fall in this band thats average or a little below average Its
something that defines I dont think we ought to have this all the time exception process Weve seen
what exception process has done in the past Im in favor of this very precise way of coming up with it

II

Councilor Fowler stated Id like to know what the other communities in our region and other communities
of our size within the state are using for their calculations Then Id like to know how you propose we

move our amount when the economy moves If we want to keep being inviting and business friendly how

are we going to move that cost down How are we going to keep that cost down to stay competitive or
to move with the economy

I
Councilor Woodburn stated I think there are a couple of separate issues One is keeping the cost down
per trip I think we are looking at that relatively soon This has to do with just how to calculate how many
trips Im 100 in agreement with Councilor Reedy and Councilor Michelon on this In my mind
calculating how many trips should be using the national standard Its defensible and it makes sense
You put them in the category There are very few exceptions I dont want to get into how many cars

came into my parking lot this week thing Ive seen this happen before I dont think thats a good place
for it With respect to picking the number I think thats somewhat separate from this conversation but I
do agree with you we need to be sensitive to what the economy is in terms of how much per trip we
charge This is more of how we assign how many trips to different types of businesses

Councilor Michelon stated Councilor Woodburn made my case Our adjustment factor is the dollars per
trip

Mayor Murphy stated I agree with Councilor Reedy too I agree with the Council on establishing a
standard I have reservations about this Im sympathetic to what youre saying Councilor Riker but
when you get into the Well we need to have a common sense rule That means everybody
individually comes and asks for a variance I want to have a standard that we are agreed to and the
Council is comfortable in defending and sticking to so that we dont have that A thought that comes to

mind that would do both perhaps is if we have some questions about the ITE manual does the ITE

manual apply to Grants Pass as consistently as it does to bigger locations Maybe take a percentage on

it Say thats the standard and we will adopt 80 of that or 60of that I dont know what number but we
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always do that we taking the ITE manual and this percentage and that is what we arbitrarily decide
applies to Grants Pass That way its at least consistent because when you get into the trip count like
Councilor Woodburn was saying Ive heard it before That in no way applies to my business Ive
counted the cars that are coming in and out Thatsan argument you dontwant to get into on a monthly
basis here

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated when I was in Redmond we did something very similar We
based the trips on the maximum capacity We went out and did a study of all of the and Im not

recommending doing this but we studied all of the businesses that were there and we found out that
some businesses actually had more occupancy than the maximum capacity Some had less but it was
determined that 80 was the average capacity so we used a percentage of the maximum This
particular manual uses averages already but you could still adjust that if you felt that our averages were
lower by a percentage but you want to make sure that you are treating all classifications and all

categories in an equal and fair manner to keep your SDC methodology sound and defensible You cant

play favorites

Mayor Murphy stated if you want it to go that way then its across the board

Councilor Fowler stated that all makes sense to me that line of thinking But back to my first question
do we know what Medford or Roseburg uses for their count

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated that was a request that was made recently and Economic

Development Coordinator Dahl is going to be heading that up What we were going to do is bring in four
different uses a single family residential a business such as Carls Junior a high traffic retail a lower

traffic retail such as a real estate office and then a industrial use such as a machine shop We are going

to make the comparison with all of the cities including and my understanding was you wanted all of the
development type fees the building permit the plan check all of the SDCs We thought that we would

not put those connection charges on for different size water meters because they vary by choice But
essentially we would take one of the bills of what we charge when someone comes in here and we

would compare that to other cities The ones that I have on the list to make comparisons to and this is

just a starter list so if you have others that you would like specifically added that we have Medford
Central Point Roseburg and Ashland Those are the local ones We were going to add a couple of

cities that are three or four up and three or four down same size I have Roseburgsmethodology right
here I had the opportunity of course of being the liaison to the Transportation SDC Task Force and

they asked very similar questions so Ive got a lot of that I do have a study here but its from July 2010
and a lot of things have happened over the last year What we want to do is bring you the latest and best

information as of July or August 2011 We will have this study and we will be bringing that back at a work
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session I dont know the exact date but soon

Councilor Riker asked the dollar amount that would be chosen for the trip rate would be the same for all
classes or would we have different amounts different classes

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated same trip rate for all classes

Councilor Michelon stated I believe with Councilor Fowlersquestion I think he asked Does Medford
have bundled categories versus the 900 specific or not I think I heard Assistant City Manager Reeves

say hes going to find out

Councilor DeYoung asked I apologize for being late and stepping in the middle of it but that 2010 data
is that something that is at your fingertips You just push a button I understand that maybe came from

League of Oregon Cities

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated no it was a study that we did in preparing information for the SDC
Task Force By push a button Ive got it in this book I dont know if I can find it here in the next minute
or two but yes Ive got it right here

Councilor DeYoung stated Im not talking about the next minute or two but it might be helpful information

to know what all that comparison was in 2010 and then what it is in 2011 That would give us some kind

of indication of what other municipalities have done in the last year in response to things If thats at your

fingertips

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated Ill see if I can find it as soon as Im finished answering questions

Mayor Murphy stated what Im hearing is that Council is ready to have the appropriate ordinances

brought forward to change the SDC categories to the ITE manual to have that conversation and make
a decision later Right

Councilor Fowler stated but at that time Id like to know if thats what the other communities are doing

Just that one fact we dont have to know all the nuances but if they are going by the same national
standards we are about to go to Id like to know

2 TRANSPORTATION UTILITY FEE COLA

Finance Director Meredith stated this discussion is another recommendation from the Transportation
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SDC Task Force They asked that we consider putting a COLA on the Transportation Utility Fee Im just I
going to provide a little bit of background on the fee and why it was put into place and to talk about what
it means put a COLA on it and how we could do that We started collecting the Transportation Utility Fee
in October of 2001 As you all know its a fee on the water and sewer bill It might come on a separate

bill if there is no other utility service for a city property It says right in the enabling ordinance that it is to

be used for purposes of operation maintenance upgrading and upgrading the safety of our
transportation network So basically it has to be used for maintenance of our streets The categories
and rates are already set by resolution Any changes to this would just be a simple resolution Back
when it was originally put in place in 2001 it was set at 3 per residence and slightly lower for

multifamily condos and elderly care units On the business side it ranges from 10 all the way up to
900 per month Almost all of the businesses end up at the 10 rate They are not any higher although
there are lots of different categories between 10 and 900 I looked at it this morning 92 of the
businesses in town are paying the 10 per month fees so almost all of them are paying 10 per month

You have to get over I think 250 trips a day in order for it to be a fee higher than 10 per month We
only have two businesses that have met the cap of 900 per month Walmart and Fred Meyers based on
the number of trips that they have

The fees have not been adjusted since we implemented them in 2001 and as a result weve got
pretty flat revenues over that time period Weve been at a budget pretty close to 780000 per year for
the transportation utility fee In contrast our operating budget for Streets Maintenance is about17
million Thatsjust the operating budget Thats within the Street Fund That does not include capital
projects that really can be considered maintenance such as overlays and such I think the Transportation

SDC Task Force talked about a number that was closer to 25 million for what it actually cost us to

maintain our streets each year There is a pretty big gap between what this brings in and what the actual
cost of maintenance is for our streets

This graph shows that if we had put a CPIbased COLA on the transportation utility fee back when it
was implemented almost 10 years ago it would have steadily risen each year and instead of 3 per
month it would be closer to370 per month today In the last 10 years weve had an increase in the
CPIU the national CPI index of almost23 per year and 23 since we implemented it So had we

implemented it with a COLA similar to how we do the COLA we place on our other utility fees it would be
pretty close to369 per month today for the average residence To state it in another way in todays
dollars that original fee that was set up at 3 a month is only bringing in in todays dollars the equivalent
of231 per month Its becoming less and less useful to our street maintenance over time as inflation
rises

The next step is to turn it over to Council now Would you like us to bring a resolution now which
would establish a COLA on our transportation utility fee as had been recommended by the Task Force i
and if so we need to decide which CPI index to base that on For all our other utilities we base it on the
national CPIU index The average monthly change from November to October of the year ends up being
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the rate increase in January of the following year so from November of last year to October of this year

the average of all those months will be what we change the utility rates for all the other utilities in January
2012 We can consider using that same structure and that would make it easy across the board for all
the utilities I will turn it over to the Council for questions

it

Councilor Michelon stated it always seems a fuzzy issue the amount we transfer out of Streets into

Capital Projects Whether it be the gas tax portion or the transportation fee portion has always been
fuzzy To me it is at random sometimes it is gas tax and sometimes transportation fees It is not a
uniform thing In my view we should also consider if it is indeed transportation fees that are funneled
into capital projects perhaps we should consider the construction index instead of the CPIU which would
be a little higher The second question You know what the CPIU has done over the past decade but
do you know what the construction index has done over that same period

Councilor Reedy stated the CPI index seems to be a moving target depending on who is calculating it
The feds and what they do for Social Security for example is different than CPIU by far and now theyre

talking about modifying that again Many of our constituents have incomes based on that federally
determined index which is far lower than CPIU so I think we ought to be taking a look at that and maybe

doing some modifications to accommodate for seniors in this town

Councilor Riker stated Finance Director Meredith you indicated the income anticipated for FY12 to be
780000 If we were to change it to a CPI would it be retroactive or only from this date forward

Finance Director Meredith stated we wouldntdo it retroactively but it could be put in place as soon as

the resolution is brought forward and approved

Councilor Riker asked do you have an amount of anticipated revenue based on an increase of any sort

Finance Director Meredith stated a 2 COLA would be about 16000 of extra revenue per year

Councilor Michelon stated speaking to Councilor Reedysthought one thing about the CPIU the urban
thing is that it is a defined number and using the November to October is what we already do for all of
our COLAs except for wages It is a computation that is already done the same number is used and it is
very defined There is no quarrel about that number The only quarrel about it is being realistic for our
community Im sympathetic to that view but it is a defined number

Councilor Fowler stated this totally makes sense to me and I dont know why the Council that adopted

this didnt put it in there Can anyone give me a good argument why we shouldntdo this
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Councilor Michelon stated the only argument I could possibly dream up is that we shouldnteven have
the 3 fee

Councilor Reedy stated the only argument I have is that you know we increased the wastewater fees
and we increase this and that and we say well its only the price of a cup of coffee Pretty soon it
becomes a basket of groceries We have to be cognizant of what we are doing overall to our community
with these fees That is the only justification I can see for not doing it

Mayor Murphy stated I would suggest setting a new base and then adding the COLA It could be pretty
modest maybe set it at320 and index it from there so we do a little bit of making up given that we are
running deficit now

Councilor Riker stated going a little further on that The price of gas has changed over the last 10
years and yet we havent changed that fee so I would be in favor of a new base as well

Councilor DeYoung stated we keep raising the price of everything like gas and so on but as people
conserve if you go up 20 cents on the base you are probably going to exactly where you started out once
they conserve But we have to start somewhere and if we are already behind Maybe saying this is the
low and then we will go up from there every year

Councilor Fowler stated I think we are very interested in changing this so if you could give us a few
choices on moving that base up and what affect it would be on businesses and so on so we could make
a good choice

Councilor Morgan stated I think my biggest concern is what was said about raising everything Im
thinking of the sewer rates that we just increased were those for naught because the usage has been so
far down that our revenues are down So do we come back and raise the rates again to make up for the

lack of use People might conserve even more It is a Catch22 I think seeing some options for us to
discuss would be beneficial

City Manager Samson stated I did have one question When we bring things back to you was there any
interest in looking at anything besides the CPIU I heard about the Engineering News Record which is
what we have used to look at construction indexes I also heard about the index the Fed is going to be

using for Social Security I hear you want to look at base increase or no base Was there interest in
looking at anything other than the CPIU November to October Did you want us to tell you what the
difference would have been over the last 10 years or any other information
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Councilor DeYoung stated we could take it a step farther like the national people well give you your
base and COLAs and all that but you are going to cut spending somewhere else laughter

3 FUTURE AGENDA ITEM PRESENTATIONS

a GIS Contract Award

Principal Planner Angeli Paladino stated I also have Craig Claasen our city surveyor and Wendy
Holohan our business operations supervisor here to give a presentation on our Geographical Information

System GIS update

Mr Claasen stated we sent out a request for proposals and we got 5 bids back and I will turn over that
portion to Ms Holohan to discuss I am going to go through some slides to educate everyone a little bit
This is a rather esoteric discipline so if I say things that make your head spin just say define that
please I have been the city surveyor for longer than anybody wants to remember This subject is really
about life cycle That is why we are going for this RFP We have gone through a life cycle on our

equipment and we need to consider where to go from here He showed an example of a calculator he
used to use back in the 1970s to demonstrate how much things have changed GIS is found in cities

counties and the federal government We have a GIS system We started one back in 1992 and started
with digitizing the assessorsmaps Here are some 1995 assessorsmaps I found on my shelf from 1995
a few hundred of them At the same time we got our first digital ortho rectified orbital aerials We had to
run ground control all over and put these big chevron panels on the road Most of them are gone today
because we have different technology Today I use a GPS unit that is actually called a GNSS global
navigation satellite system It is on a system where I can dial up to Salem and then Salem sees where I
am on the earth and they send me correctors and I read DOD satellites It gives me a 1 cm position on
the earth in a real world setting based on a global coordinate system of which I have designed a
projection which is a flat surface so all of our maps are on flat surfaces All of our GIS is based on a flat
surface You can see on this picture the difference in positioning on the maps between 1995 and 2011
and the difference is not because the ground moved it didnt move those lines changed because the
lines were digitized and now all the lines or 90 of them are within 112 foot accurate It is an ongoing
dynamic map it is the base of our GIS what we call the base map On that we have 50 layers of
information built on top of this map That is the beauty of the GIS the ability to have the accuracy and the
added information

Where are we going with this Today our system is heading on a downward spiral It peaked
around 20042005 and then it started to go downward GIS is not just for government It is prevalent in
businesses and in third world countries It is absolutely incredible the things they are doing with GIS
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You may have an android or an IPhone I have maps I can actually manipulate on my IPhone We

are getting to a point where a citizen will be able to take his I phone and say he sees a pothole that needs
to be fixed and can notify someone on the spot We are not there yet but the technology is there right
now and it is waiting He stepped away from the microphone to show everyone items from a box that
had papers representing different types of data which can be layered into the GIS system Adding all this
data is called geoprocessing Right now we are not doing a whole lot of geoprocessing because we are
very limited on our platform We dont have the capability to do it

Why are we promoting the upgrade We had a GIS Needs Analysis done in January It is about
a 50 page report We had an expert come in and look at the state of our GIS and make
recommendations Right now we are running an ESRI product called ArcView 33 and we have been on

that for 12 years It is in the mature phase right now there are 4 phases and the next phase will be
retirement That means there will be absolutely no more support No fixes no extensions written for it

The language that is behind it is going away and we cannot write any scripts I cannot even run ArcView
33 on my computer because I have Windows with a 64 bit operating system I have to run it in Virtual
XP and that is not very good There is no connectivity Everyone who is running ArcView 33 has a
standalone version There is no connectivity to the internet so we cannot put any maps out on the web
We have no connectivity to mobiles It uses old technology like the SHP shape and technology is

going to a geo database format That format actually came in way back in early 2000s so that is how far
behind we are on it

What will this upgrade do Basically it will create a Master Plan and a path to the future We will
get a design and a plan and we can start catching up with the new technology We can migrate all of our
SHP technology over to the geo database technology We can create a centralized server which we can
connect both public and private which we cannot do now I think creating a portal to the internet and to

mobile services kind of go hand in hand I have my IPhone and you may have an Android and we
should be able to have our GIS on those phones and do the same type of stuff we are doing at the

desktop The technology is there we just have to implement it The mobile information can go out to
workers in the field For example Parks Superintendent Nelson could keep track of the trees or Director
Henner could keep track of crime or accidents while out in the field You could even get a stylus and

write on a PDA and have that information go into your server and be able to distribute it to other people
and you can set it so it goes to specific groups You can set who can and cannot see the information
There are all types of protections You can see how outdated the current system is and why we need to
update With that I will turn it over to Ms Holohan

Business Operations Supervisor Holohan stated Mr Classen gave you a look as the Citys surveyor at
all the things this new system can do and I will now get down to the money part We already had
100000 in our budget for the GIS upgrade and training There have been contributions from several

different departments for this upgrade including Public Safety and Property Management The portion of
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this budget to contract with an upgrade consultant was not to exceed 75000 We received 5 bids and
those bids were scored by the Citys GIS team including IT and also reviewed by the GIS consultant
The scoring criteria were not just based on cost it included public sector experience and qualifications
resources and expertise of personnel project approach and understanding of the deliverables The
range of bids came in from just under50000 all the way up to the maximum 75000 The low bid
Lucidity was actually ranked 4th when we considered the other factors The bidder we are proposing to
select is Salish Coast Sciences and they are just under 75000 They had the most comprehensive
plan for the upgrade implementation and have already made some recommendations based on our
needs analysis report With that information we will open this up for any questions

Mayor Murphy asked Ms Holohan to explain in more detail why they were picking one company over the
others

Ms Holohan stated our team scored based on service enhancements what they were actually going to
do for the money and the low bid was very basic They were going to come in and analyze what we are
doing and perform parts of what we would like to do but not the full range of what we think we can get in
benefit for us and also for the public With them we would probably end up adding onto that 50000

very quickly in order to get what we really need Again we were not just looking at low bid We were
looking at the full proposal and with Salish Coast Sciences you could tell were not just providing a generic
bid They analyzed the report our consultant put together and actually provided suggestions for some
solutions in their proposal so they showed they were already seriously thinking of what they could do to
help us

Councilor Reedy asked they are to help us implement the program right so do we have software costs
on top of this

Ms Holohan stated there are software costs which are part of a separate budget There is probably
going to be some additional services and that is where the difference between the 100000 we have in
budget and the not to exceed of 75000 comes in As mentioned it will be very helpful to have some
mobile applications and so we are looking at that as well

Councilor Reedy asked how much the software portion is going to cost or if we owned that already

Ms Holohan stated we actually already own version 10 but there are only about 3 people able to use it
As Mr Claasen stated he cannot run the most up to date version on his computer and he has to do some

switching of platforms so it is not running very well The software itself is somewhere in the 5000 range
and then there are annual maintenance costs as well
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Councilor DeYoung stated going to that map you showed which has the old and the red lines and black
lines Who is responsible for the changes It looks like we added some property for the rightofway
for Southern Pacific which would take away property from somebody else Who is responsible Also
how long do you anticipate this system to last You know my television was outdated when I bought it
and is this going to be the same thing Does your line you showed earlier about the dying technology

with this one is it going to do the same thing I assume technology gets real outdated real quick and I
wonder how long you expect this will last

Mr Claasen stated the ESRI is worldwide and their platform is scalable meaning we can move up the

ladder without having these same types of issues There is no guarantee on anything but in my opinion
from my studies you and I will be in the rest home before it would come to that

Councilor DeYoung asked were the 5 bids you received all from USA based American companies Mr
Claasen said they were Ms Holohan noted that one of the bids did have some outsourcing to India

Councilor DeYoung asked was that company Salish Coast Sciences

Mr Claasen stated the Salish coast is actually up in Bellingham Washington One of the reasons why it

was pretty unanimous that we picked them was because they were people who worked inside the City of
Bellingham and on numerable occasions had won awards by ESRI on implementation They have
actually done work with cities In looking at the resumes of the people they are all excity employees so
they understand the needs

Councilor DeYoung asked if they were aware of the budget amount because they were only under the
maximum by 20

Mr Claasen stated when I originally wrote the RFP there was no cost in it but somewhere along the line
the word got out

Councilor DeYoung asked do you think they would do it for less

Mr Classen stated I dont know I will be honest I talked with people in the GIS industry when I started
to write this RFP because I had never written one before and I asked about putting a price in it or not 1

was told that if you put a price in it then they will push to the upper limit But we have a lot of unknowns
that are involved He gave some examples and described the cloud technology They are going to
come in and analyze our data and look at what it is going to take Unless I sent them all of our
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information which would be kind of impossible to do they would not really know If you need any more
information on it my door is open and you can come see me

Councilor Riker stated I am fully supportive of this I think as you said we are moving into newer
technology Again as Councilor DeYoung said technology changes all the time but I think the difference
between where we are at now and what we are going to is a giant leap Only the software gets easier
and I dont see any major changes there One question I do have When you did your scoring on the

applicants did you give a number score and what were those number scores between them Was there
a significant differential

Ms Holohan stated we did have number scoring We had separate scores for service enhancements
charges for services project approach expertise of firm public sector experience and resources and
finally experience and qualifications Not all of those scores For instance for experience and
qualifications we had a score of 1 15 and for expertise of firm had a 1 25 score I can give you those
rankings if you would like the detail as far as the compilation I did not bring that for times sake and I
didnt know how much detail you wanted to go into

Councilor Fowler stated for just those two examples I would like to hear what the ranking was if you have
it there

Ms Holohan stated Selish was 1 and a company called PACE was 2 and the price difference with

them was just 30 Selish ranked quite a few more points higher than the second ranked bid

Councilor Fowler stated I was trying to get some maps from the City website over the weekend to look at
the Woodson property line and after an exercise in frustration I stopped and just drove up there Is this
new system going to be something that is going to be available to the citizens through the website Or

maybe a scaleddown version because we dont need them to access every little bit of information they
dont need to But could we have an interactive map like you described have something on my cell
phone where I could zoom in and zoom out That is not available on our website now but would that be
available

Mr Claasen stated that would be a potential availability depending on how far we go with this The
whole thing for years I have heard about not having maps available for the public and that is atrocious
But that is the capability we could have now Currently we do not have the technology to push that
across to the web

Seeing no further discussion Mayor Murphy moved on to the Agenda Review due to the amount of time
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left scheduled for the meeting and possibility that some of the Councilors may need to leave the
workshop

b Street Sweeping Contract

This was discussed after Agenda Review

Public Works Director Haugen stated this is going to be a little update on our street sweeping program
We are also asking for some direction from Council Currently the Citys street sweeping is being done
through a contract with Advanced Maintenance Services We are currently in a 5year contract which is
due to expire at the end of September this year We are currently getting very few complaints from
citizens One is a rare while we do get a complaint but actually things are going quite smoothly Our
current sweeping program is in the downtown business core which is the area between 4th and 8th
streets and between A to M streets We are sweeping that weekly Also high traffic streets are swept
every other week and these you will see in your packet on the maps In residential areas of the
community during leaf season which we have defined as October through January every street is swept
monthly and the remainder of the year swept bimonthly There are paved alleys in the downtown section
which are swept twice a year semiannually and those are very close to the same area as the downtown
streets as far as size but swept far less frequently Then our City owned parking lots vary from weekly to

monthly We will be looking at that schedule What is on the screen is also in your packet in case you
are having trouble seeing it on the screen This map shows you our high traffic streets which are defined
in green Those are the ones which are on the first schedule There are a few which have been added
since this map was done 5 years ago We now do 6th and 7th all the way north and down to the SouthY
but those will be shown in our next series of proposals This map gives you an idea where all those

paved alleys are downtown Here is the parking lot schedule There are 16 different parking lots on our
schedule such as the downtown VisitorsCenter which is swept every week or the City Hall lot here
which is done on a monthly basis so you can take a look at that at your convenience

Our current contract is due to expire at the end of September We actually initiated that contract
back in 2006 The basis was a bid we received at that time Included in the contract was an annual cost
of living increase of 3 per year That was included because fuel is such a variable that there could be a
surcharge or a deduct item based on the price of fuel per gallon For awhile we were getting some
money back every month but at this point we are paying a surcharge for that every month Just to give
you an idea in FY11 which we just closed out our total cost for all of our sweeping was just over
154000 The Streets portion was 145600 and the parking lots about 8600

We have a couple questions for Council before we go out with our next RFP First are our
citizens satisfied with the sweeping or should we double our efforts and do things twice as often or do we
want to do things less often As I said we get very minimal complaints Once in awhile we will get
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rare that we get a complaint However we are looking for that insomeone who calls but it is very a e a g p g input fromp

Council as to how far do you want to go with the next contract

Councilor Morgan stated in my area of town most people have onstreet parking I think the only thing I
would like is an idea of when they come through so that people can move their cars some type of
notification or a schedule sent out It would be nice for people to be able to get their cars off the street if
they had an idea of what day Otherwise I think the program is doing well I was actually observing them
the other day and I thought to myself I am so glad we are not paying PERS on them

Councilor Reedy stated thank you for bringing this to us in a timely fashion so we are not rushed I like
that This is a heck of a lot cheaper than using brooms so I am all for it the way it is now However

Councilor Morgan has a good suggestion about notification of the scheduling

Councilor Riker stated I am also for it and I appreciate what they have done around town In some

cases on some of the side streets that are accumulating stuff someone calls in and within a week they
will have someone out to take care of it That is appreciated One question I have is when we put this

out to bid how many actual takers do we have who want to do this type of work Is there competition

Director Haugen stated I believe we had 2 proposals last time we did this 5 years ago but with the
current economy we might see people coming from further away wanting to bid on this or we may have
less because a big part of this is having the equipment to do it That equipment is not cheap A sweeper
might run 200000 to 250000 these days so it is a big investment

Councilor Fowler stated so you are suggesting not to change the contract parameters

Director Haugen stated I would say that based on the small number of complaints we are getting yes
we would go with the same frequency we have right now

Councilor Fowler stated I also like the gas surcharge because it moves with the price of gas I do think

that if we had a schedule That is my only disappointment I dont have time to move my pickup when I

see the guy coming If they had some way to communicate that to us so we can put it on our City website
or have some easy way for people to check when they were going to be there then that would be very
helpful If that is an unreasonable request then ask if they could please explain why

Councilor Woodburn stated the comment I have is from the Bikeways and Walkways Committee I know

one of the things they always cover is whether it is swept enough in the county and the city and they
always seem favorable toward the city sweeping Quite frankly Rob Brandiss has been extremely
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responsive when they have had concerns about sweeping in the County also Generally the city is
already swept and I know they are pretty happy with the service

Mayor Murphy stated I would concur with that People are not too shy about letting me know when they
are not happy with something and I almost never get calls about the sweeping so I take that to be a good
sign

Director Haugen stated then the second question for Council is if you want to see a 5 year contract

again Part of the reason for that is because of the upfront investment If someone new was to come in
they would have significant costs up front That is why we would advocate for at least 5 years Of
course any contract we enter into would have the same standard termination clauses if they were failing
to perform or didnt have insurance or if they were going into bankruptcy we could terminate the service
within a reasonable time frame Beyond that I just wanted to make sure

Mayor Murphy stated I am in support of that and I see several Councilors showing support for that as
well

Councilor Riker asked when it is out to bid is there something beyond the dollar factor that plays into the
bid In other words their performance and reliability or are there other factors that go into it

Director Haugen stated we would be looking at references from other communities if they are a known
sweeper We would be contacting those and we would make sure we werentselecting one that has a
history of poor performance elsewhere That would definitely be part of it

4 AGENDA REVIEW

Mayor Murphy asked Council if they are in agreement with canceling the meeting for August 17 during
Fair week

Councilor Fowler asked do you see any problems with items we are trying to move through quickly by not

having that meeting

Councilor Woodburn stated the thing that came up the other night was the Transportation SDC rate

comparison and that is on the August 8 workshop It is currently scheduled for September 7 for the
ordinance In the meantime the August 22 workshop deals with the Transportation SDC appeals process

which got moved up but those are not totally connected In terms of how quick this will go into place the
only comment I have is that if you do an ordinance it will take 30 days to be applicable anyway and if you
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are talking about this building season You could put it on for the 17th and do it before we do the
appeal criteria and process and you could pick up a couple weeks That would be the one thing which
potentially could be affected The reality is whether 2 weeks is going to make a difference or not is up to
the Council as far as scheduling

Councilor DeYoung stated going back to last Wednesdaysmeeting my wish was that This

Transportation SDC thing keeps getting kicked around and I would like to look at all of the SDCs and the
history when they went up and why they went up Was it because somebody passed the Master
Transportation Plan is that when the Parks SDC quadrupled I would like to look at all the SDCs and not

just Transportation We have had 2 or 3 workshops and we spent almost a full Saturday on
Transportation SDCs and how to fund them but no real solution Now we are going back to
Transportation again I want to see all of the SDCs I think Assistant City Manager Reeves is working on
this comparison and will the others show up in your comparison also Assistant City Manager Reeves
said it would be part of his comparison Councilor DeYoung asked when will that comparison be ready
for Council Can you present it at the August 8 workshop Assistant City Manager Reeves said it would
be that day

Councilor Woodburn stated when we get together and make up this agenda and this is a good time to
bring this stuff up by the way the transportation stuff and youll notice 2 things we heard today were
items from the Transportation Task Force so the focus has been on transportation because we put a
group together and asked them to do the work and then we had that Saturday meeting Im just
explaining that we have the transportation stuff booked because we had that Task Force group and we
are trying to work through all of the stuff they talked to us about

Councilor DeYoung stated I wanted to highlight the Transportation SDCs but I didntwant to put the
others on the shelf We are talking about the SDCs affecting growth in our community and building in our
community and it is not just the Transportation it is across the board and how do we compare to other
cities That is what I am interested in

Mayor Murphy stated I believe there was agreement that we take on the Transportation first because it is

the big one but that does not mean we werentgoing to look at all the others

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated I heard you ask about the history and I do have because of
working with the Task Force I have the history for the Transportation SDC but I have not had time to work
on the histories of parks water and sewer and to have all of that by August 8 is a lot to ask

Councilor DeYoung stated I will use a case in point One of my constituents brought in a comparison
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between one building he built on M Street and a second building he built on M Street and although the

second building was smaller and he was told that the SDCS went down his Parks SDC quadrupled and I
think I would like to have a history of why it did that Maybe just take that one case point and go through
the City Manager and see if you can find out that information for me then that is fine with me But I think

if we look at SDCs in general Im not against focusing on Transportation SDCs because we have the
Task Force so lets pay attention to what they have to say But my view is that at some point in time in

the not too distant future I would like to look at all of them If you cannot get it by the 8th that is okay
but

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated we will have the comparisons for you on August 8 but the history
on the SDCs it has about 12 different steps we have gone through all the changes I dont know how
complex the others are because I have not even looked at them because my focus was on

Transportation

5 UPDATE ON WOODSON TRAIL

The remainder of the meeting was discussed following the street sweeping contract

City Manager Samson introduced Parks Superintendent Nelson and reminded Council this item was
brought by Councilor Fowler He had called and requested some information I have not had a time to
check in with Parks Superintendent Nelson so if there is more information you need we will get that to
you

Parks Superintendent Nelson stated recently there has been some discussion on the Woodson
Reservoir park site I am here to give you a little background on how we got where we are and to ask
Council for some direction on where you want to go from here In 1998 the two water reservoirs were
abandoned The property is about 85 acres and at that time there was discussion of what we should do
whether we should sell it or use it for a park or trails In 1994 there had been an appraisal and as you
can see it came in fairly low because of some of the difficult challenges for developing something there
There are substantial easements and the topography is fairly steep so there are some different things
that are challenges in that way The Parks Department purchased the site from Utilities for green space
and trails because our Parks Comprehensive Master Plan identified some areas we could utilize for green
space and trails and this was one of them that was pretty high up on the list Further that property had
become a gathering place for some undesirable activity I have some slides of that to show you later A
previous Council had declared it surplus but no further action was taken at that point on a Council after
that The Interim Council did authorize removal of the reservoirs and subsequently from the Parks
Master Plan that was approved by Council put that property into play and identified that as potential

green space and trails
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Mr Nelson continued here are maps showing the topography The sites outlined in yellow On

the top left is reservoir 3 The larger area is where the two reservoirs were that were taken out The top
3 parcels are not city owned property I just could not get them off the slide so I apologize for that
Anyway as you can see on this topography that there are some fairly steep areas There are also some
benches and different things there I wanted to show you that in regard to the challenges for
development There are a substantial amount of easements GPID runs through there and water main
feeds and quite a few power easements which are typically about 20 feet wide for most of those so they
kind of chop that property up a little bit

Councilor Morgan off microphone asked about the map definitions and Parks Superintendent Nelson

explained the color map key regarding the easements

Parks Superintendent Nelson stated here are photos that show some of the activity happening up there

It was a gathering place and not for the type of gatherings we would like to have This was prior to us
going up there and doing some cleanup We continually would get complaints about the site These
pictures are from after the reservoirs were taken down and we cleaned it up so it really isnt a place
anymore for that type of gathering Here is the site now which looks quite nice This picture shows the

view from one of the locations where a trail system could go through There are some existing trails and
what we have in the budget for 2012 is to maybe do some vegetation clearing and maybe manage those

trails a little better for people to use for walking or possibly some bikes as well On the Parks
Comprehensive Plan one of the top items was places for walking for pleasure That is one of the top
three issues in just about every city around the country This slide shows what it looks like inside the site
There was some talk early on about using the property for trails and for disc golf but the user groups
found that would be kind of a conflict to have the disc golf along with the people walking nearby so the

disc golf was dropped Here was a rough layout of how the disc golf was going to work and how we were
going to do some trails in and out but it is pretty tough to do so as far as I know that portion of it has been
dropped at this time This slide shows some of the roadways into the property There are already some

existing trails Some are roadways or existing trails and the asterisks on this map are some of the
proposed access points

What were looking at from Council is some direction from here and if we want to move forward
there is some money in the budget and it is part of the Parks Comprehensive Plan to provide green space
and trails Where would you like us to go from here

Councilor Fowler stated one of the slides you had show the easements could we please look at that

again Thank you I was walking up there this morning on those trails and my wife and I looked at the
views I think it has great potential for trails and that topography is really steep so I dont think you will
get much ADA activity there The property has a creek bed that goes through there but there are also
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some areas on the property that I think are marketable In particular where it says reservoir 3 the one

right next to Woodson Drive does not have utility easements going through it and it is a graded area with
the road next to it already and what I would like to see is us sell some of that property so we can pay for
some of the things we want to do on that property for the trails I think that makes the most sense There
is one waterline I see going into that reservoir that should be out in an easement anyway where the rest
of the existing road is not knowing what pipes used to go in and out of there but that is exactly the
kind of thing I was talking about that got me talking about this property If you could find some of it that is
marketable we should sell that and use that to make the improvements so there is no net cost from the

general fund except for the ongoing maintenance I am a little disappointed not putting the disc golf in
there but he is right that there is such a conflict Maybe people could walk on Tuesdays and we can play
disc golf on Thursdays laughter It would be tough to integrate those specifically on that property
because where you want to walk is where we would want to throw the discs

Director Haugen stated that nice flat area you were talking about is a buried reservoir In fact that is the
one we are looking at replacing in the same location and I believe that brown area shown as the lot line
adjustment is where we were potentially looking at expanding the reservoir to that area The first step of
the design work the Council just approved back in the last month is to take a look at our needs at that
reservoir site and see if we do indeed need to construct a larger reservoir in the future We are in fact

having our first meeting with the consultant in the next week or week and a half and they have already
been up there surveying Hopefully within the next month to 6 weeks we should have a very good idea of
how much room we will need for our next reservoir

Councilor Fowler stated if that is the case then maybe we could look at other areas along the edge
either along F Street or Woodson that are marketable There are definitely some portions of that property
that a builder would love to build a home on

Councilor DeYoung stated along that line When you showed the topographical map and you showed
that as being steep but do you have a topographical map for Starlite Cooke Regent or Crown because
all of those are on steep hillsides and they are sold quickly as view lots and have houses on them If you
have a view lot people are going to build on it and I think that is where Councilor Fowler is going Maybe
there are some marketable sections of that Topography may be one of the things to look at but I would

like to see the comparisons

Parks Superintendent Nelson stated I have been up there recently and there are some Tots that have not
sold right adjoining that so there may be other reasons like the railroad that goes through there But that
is a good thing to look at
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Councilor Woodburn stated Councilor Fowler I appreciate that you went up there and did go look at it I
am going to make a general comment and then one more specific to this I have some concerns about
getting too far down the road in these discussions Right now we have staff looking for some direction
here today I went up there with someone from the Bikeways and Walkways Committee and they are

really interested He wanted to come and speak but I told him that he really couldnttalk because it is in
a Monday workshop He asked me to let you know he is going to ask for it to be put on the agenda for
the Bikeways and Walkways Committee to look at and talk about It feels like today we are getting a long
ways down the track on an issue that has not had a chance to get to that Committee By the time we get
to a Wednesday night deliberation I would hate to think that peoplesthoughts were so far set in what
they want that at that point we have staff going ahead and splitting off pieces Im not saying that isnt
what we should do but we have to allow the Committee that we appointed to have a chance to say
something on it and certainly the public has not really had a chance to voice their opinion It seems like
we could be stopping people from having a chance to talk about these things before we get so far down
the road that we have chosen a direction Specifically on this one I am not opposed to looking at
whether there are pieces we could use for this or that but looking at that piece of property it is clearly

already being used for walking trails It is a nice piece of property and once you sell it then it will never
come back to us I dont know what the property values are now compared to 1994 when it was

appraised at 37000 but probably not much higher now What I get concerned about is making
decisions to sell things at the very worst time in the world to sell property This is a discussion I think we
ought to have after the Bikeways and Walkways Committee and the Parks Advisory Committee and give
us some input and we ought to have a chance for folks to give public input before we have staff parcel
this out and selling it Those are my thoughts on it

Councilor Morgan stated one of the concerns I had about this property is that it was actually labeled by
one of the previous councils as surplus and then that Council was recalled and suddenly it is turned into
park land There was a reason why it was made surplus at one point and that seems to have been
overlooked I liked Councilor Fowlersconcept of seeing if we can find balance on Yes prices really
suck right now but in my opinion they arent going to get better anytime soon I hope they dont because
my generation was priced out of buying many houses I am glad the market is where it is I dont mean
anyone any III but the market was so inflated that it wasnt realistic There is a time and if it is surplus
then we need to look at some of those properties I think Councilor Fowler made a good point about how
we need to be wise on that However I dont think we need to move on this right away We have asked

that new park development take a backseat for now so it doesnt look like we are out spending money
like there is no tomorrow while we are asking for rates to be increased left and right It would be wise to

have this go to the committees first and kind of sit for awhile I think

Councilor DeYoung stated I appreciate what you said about the Bikeways and Walkways Committee and
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the Parks committee but I am going to tell you that I dont even need their presentation because I can tell

you what their answer is going to be If you were to ask what their vision is for the Rogue Valley they
would say they want all the cars gone and everyone walking and riding bicycles In my vision of Grants
Pass you wouldnthave a car over 1972 We are all very passionate about what we do and when you
bring those committees inhere I know what they are going to say I also agree with Councilor Morgan it
was surplus land at one time and then now The best thing anyone said is when you asked what the
public opinion is Lets go to the public not just the committees If they want it then Im good to go Lets
put it on the survey and the survey is citywide and everybody gets to put into it

Mayor Murphy stated I am going to suggest we put an item on the September 7 meeting This is a
budgeted item and it had been approved to go ahead for these paths We can put it on hold right now
and then put it on the agenda for September 7 to have an up or down vote on that because we are giving
mixed signals to staff now We have an approved item that went through the budget process and the
Council and now we are having some saying not to go forward We need to resolve that by having a
clear vote at a public meeting and everyone can get their two cents in there

Councilor Woodburn stated he was not going to be able to attend that meeting and he wanted to be able
to participate in that particular discussion

Mayor Murphy asked if September 21 was better I am just trying to get clarity and I am not trying to
advocate

Councilor Fowler stated I can appreciate your point that it is more general public and not just one
particular group we want input from As I was up there walking I was thinking about the things that were
changed to keep out the undesirable activity from being there If we put some developed trails through
there then because of the topography and because of the lack of residential component on all sides
looking in on it then you are going to invite that same type of undesirable activity into the area A lot of
those areas where there is steep slope are completely hidden from homes there and I think another
reason is try and find a way to get more eyes on this park because it is not going to be the kind of park
where you pave out a parking lot It is not that kind of park It is more of a community park where there is
no parking and you get there on your bike or walking whatever it is Without having eyes on that Park
then were going to be inviting the same kind of problems just consider that

Mayor Murphy stated before we get too far on this it seems we are having the discussion that we need
to have in the public session on September 21

Councilor Morgan stated Director Haugen one thing I would ask of you is that we took out the reservoirs
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because of the vandalism and now we are putting one back in the same spot and I would be concernedca o t e andals p g p

about what sort of element that would be bringing in

Director Haugen stated the reservoirs that were taken out is not the reservoir we are looking at replacing

Councilor Morgan asked the one picture that had the brown spots below is where the reservoirs were
that we took out because of the vandalism and then the one above is for reservoir 3

Director Haugen stated correct reservoir 3 is in the upper left portion and that is still being used and
that is where we are going to be removing and replacing with a new reservoir in the future

Councilor Morgan stated I guess my statement we can talk more about it later is that just because
something is approved in the budget doesntmean it is an approved project I appreciate when you say
we have and approved budget but that does not necessarily mean Council has given the blessing for

projects to go forward I would invited to come to the September 21 meeting so we can talk about it and
go from there

Mayor Murphy stated actually I would like to think that when it is approved in the budget and approved by
the Council that it is an approved project this being the exception and not the rule and not everything
has to be considered repeatedly and that approvals dont really mean that they are approvals

Councilor Morgan stated if that is the case then the budget process we are going to be looking at a lot
more line items and scratching things out and that is what we were avoiding because we were told then
that we could always bring it back to Council That is one of the things we said over and over during
budget was that it did not mean it was the final approval for the project it just meant that money was set
aside if it gets approved a later time

Councilor Woodburn stated just on a structural point of view this is one that happens to be under
50000 and but anything over50000 has to come back to the Council If it is in the budget for 51000
or whatever then it does have to come back to Council This particular one is budgeted for 20000 and

quite frankly I think it will come in and probably under that and anything under50000 does not
necessarily have to come back When going through the budgeting process next year we need to be
cognizant of that 50000 limit and assume that if it is under 50000 it could be something that will just
get done and if over50000 then it has to come back That is how I looked at it

Councilor Reedy stated just because something is under50000 does not mean it is something that is
not politically sensitive and there are times when we want to bring it back irrespective of the cost
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Councilor Woodburn stated I agree with that however I am saying that it doesnt have to be brought
back

Mayor Murphy stated that is what I was suggesting that it is one of those items that fits into that category
and why I suggested we bring it to Council for a public hearing and clear direction

6 SURVEY DISCUSSION

Mayor Murphy stated Im going to make an arbitrary decision and last Council overrules me but I think a
twohour workshop is long enough and to go over something and not give it enough time is I mean if
we are not going to do it right then lets not do it We will work in discussion on this just as soon as we
can into the schedule

Councilor DeYoung asked if you have the PowerPoint printed out then maybe we could just read that
and then we could discuss it later and we could request any questions I had and that would save a lot of
time

Mayor Murphy stated they would do that

7 INFORMATION SHARING

Councilor Reedy stated Im not sure if this is an agenda item but I was very disappointed to get City
Manager Samsonsnote about Charter and wanting to split a channel I think we ought to have the most
ranking Charter representative appear before the Council to explain their rationale for not giving us a full
channel and I would suggest that be done as soon as possible

Mayor Murphy stated I am not sure that note was taken as clear as I heard it That was in regard to age
dedicated channel for Josephine County If you are using a translator in Medford then you would see the
Medford business happening and if you were using a translator in Josephine County then you would be
seeing items in Grants Pass happening exclusively By splitting it they are not sharing the time it is just
that different towers would be broadcasting different programming

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated just for clarification channel 14 in Medford is Medford and the
channel 14 here is the County and us and what they are suggesting is splitting channel 14 so that
channel 15 in Medford would be Medford and channel 15 here would be exclusively city of Grants Pass

It is a geographical split not that we have to do any sharing but they would say which region is seen what
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programming

Councilor Reedy stated then that means my friends in Medford cant see what Im doing here laughter
My second point about Charter is that I got a call from Jerry Leagjeld on Friday and he went down to
Charter after he got his bill and according to Charter he is still being billed as being coded in the County
I want to know what is going on with the recoding thing and why that hasnt been done If that is true and
it is widespread then we are losing revenue every day We need some response to that

Finance Director Meredith stated they had 90 days from the date we settled which was the end of June
before they would have everybody fixed My house is one of the properties that needed to be fixed and I
received a letter in the mail saying they were going to fix it but my bill has not been fixed yet either It has
been about a month since we have signed that but they have 90 days We tried to get 60 days for them
to do it but they said they could not technically do it within 60 days

Councilor Reedy stated this is been happening for months so why would it depend upon the settlement
agreement being signed on the audit to make the billing correct so we can get that revenue flowing in
here

Finance Director Meredith stated we tried to settle it as quickly as we could

Councilor Reedy stated that was not made clear on your settlement agreement presentation to us or I
would have voted no on settling it

Councilor DeYoung stated Back to the 50s or Fabulous 50s is this weekend and both venues are sold
out which is rare in this economy because a lot of the car shows Ive been to are down in numbers
because of the economy The last I talked with Mr Voigt on Friday at the karaoke thing was that they
were almost full for the cruise and they were getting really close for the car show and that this time of the
week they usually get 20 to 30 applications a day for entrants

Councilor Reedy stated I received a on the Medford water bill and it was extremely well done I

am sorry I didnt bring it but Im going to scan it in and I will send it to everybody I was thinking it may be
a good guideline for us for next year to display our budget process to the community and how we are
spending our money

Councilor Fowler stated I was involved in an adult soccer league and we play over at Redwood The
grass was brown because they had a broken water main or something but since they fixed it it is been
much nicer now It is much greener and everyone is commenting on it so I appreciate that If you want
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to watch some old guys get out there and run around and play soccer then Redwood Park on Mondays
Tuesdays and Thursdays has that You might see some of your friends out there I saw Jeff Voigt out
there the other day on one of the other teams and Trevor Yarrish was on one of the other teams Also

just a reminder that this week is Back to the 50s and we need to get out there and support our
community

Mayor Murphy stated I had occasion to attend a memorial service at River Vista over the weekend that
was approved by the Council last week to be able to serve wine and beer they had an authorized server
there and all but 1 just wanted to report that there were 100 to 150 people and it was a wonderful
location and very appropriate location for that service It is a beautiful place The memorial was well
done and I think it was left in as clean shape as it was when the group got there I saw no issues and no

problems In our conversations of how that facility might be used that was not one of them but it was
really very nice

City Manager Samson stated I wanted to comment about the fire which Im sure you all read about in the
paper and I wanted to acknowledge the fine job our firefighters did They were very professional They
got in there and got the fire put out We have the mutual aid agreement so we had a lot of support for
that fire from our neighbors to the south The fire did not spread beyond that building Unfortunately the
building itself and the equipment is an incredible loss for the community but they did a very good job of
containing that and getting it put out We are going to be doing everything we can to help that company
get back on their feet If they come in needing any permits to get something rebuilt then we are going to
get it done for them I have no idea right now what their next plans are I am sure they are in a bit of a
shock about it

Assistant City Manager Reeves stated this paper I am handing out is from the transportation SDC task
force They had requested comparisons of the transportation SDCs and so this is the comparison for
transportation only It was done it in July of last year for them so that center column is the comparison
for last year for those selected cities

8 ADJOURN

There being no further business to come before the Council Mayor Murphy adjourned the
workshop at 143 pm

These minutes were prepared by contract minute taker Wendy Hain
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